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Abstract:
Information overload is a problem in the Information Age
and Information visualization is an approach to provide an
overview of the content of a web site. Tag cloud is one of the
ways to represent information as an image of a group of words.
However, there are limitations on tag cloud generation, and one
of them is due to the characteristics for the language. In order to
extract tags or words for tag cloud, word segmentation is
required. This paper proposes a Thai word segmentation
approach for the visualization of Thai Web sites. The proposed
Thai word segmentation technique is based on the longest
matching technique together with a refined corpus. The results
of Thai word segmentation are compatible with the results from
previous BEST’s contests in Thailand.
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Introduction

Information resources on the Internet have been rapidly
expanded around the world. There are a few indicators on the
growth of the Internet. The first one is the number of
Internet users has drastically increased more than 440% to
nearly two billion from 2000 to 2010 [1]. The other indicator
is the number of Web sites, which has also increased ten
times to approximately around 298 million from 2001 to
2011 [2]. This leads to information overload, which has been
considered as a problem in the Information Age. Although
search engines have played an important role helping users to
look for their required information, the users have to examine
the content on each page in order to look for their desired
information [3]. Moreover, Web pages normally have not
only content, but they also have non-content in other parts
such as header, footer, navigation, advertisement, etc.
Therefore, the users may require extra time on each page in
searching for their expected results.
One approach to assist the understanding of the content
is Information Visualization. This is a way to represent the
information as a image such as the use of Tag clouds [4].

Some Web sites such as WordCrowd1, Wordle2, WordItOut3
provide a service to generate a tag cloud from text supplied
by the users. However, most of the services do not accept
URLs as input parameters as references to particular Web
pages. There are many steps involved before a tag cloud can
be generated from a website. Furthermore, those tag cloud
services support only certain languages as there are unique
characteristics and features for each language. One of the
problems is how to segment the words or phrases in order to
present the information in a tag cloud.
There are many research reports on word segmentation
techniques in different languages such as English, Chinese,
Japanese or Thai. In Thailand, researchers are challenged to
work on Thai language processing, and one of the research
areas is Thai word segmentation. A competition has even
been organized in Thailand since 2009 [5]. The competition
is called Benchmark for Enhancing the Standard for Thai
Language Processing (BEST)4. The research is a part of a
major initiative to enhance Thailand’s computing capability
and experience among the Thai Internet users, which have
grown to roughly 18 million users in 2009 [6]. Growth of the
number of Internet users in the last two decades is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Internet User and Statistics in Thailand
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This paper proposes a Thai word segmentation approach
and it is applied for the visualization of Thai Web sites. The
objective is to address the fundamental problem of
visualization such as Tag cloud for Thai Web sites due to
several characteristics in Thai language. The aim of this
approach is to reduce the time required by Thai Internet users
to locate specific information on particular websites.
This paper starts with a description of the aim of this
paper in the introduction. Section 2 provides some of the
related work and background of Thai word segmentation
techniques as well as web page visualization. Section 3
outlines the proposed approach and Section 4 reports on the
results and compared them with other results. The final
section concludes this paper with a discussion on future
work.
2.
2.1.

Related work
Background on Thai Word Segmentation

By definition, a word is the smallest language unit that
carries specific meaning [7], and it can be usually
distinguished based on different features [8] [9]. The first one
is orthographic words, which refers to use written marks to
segment words such as a space, but it is not an exact criterion.
For example, ice cream is considered as one word. This
feature cannot be applied to Thai language since there is no
written mark to segment Thai word, including spaces. The
second feature is phonological word, which means using a
part of speech or a unit of pronunciation to segment the
words. This is most useful in English because one English
word has only one main stress. However, this is not
applicable to Thai. Next, this feature segments words by
using lexical items or items contained in a dictionary.
Nevertheless, a lexical item can exist in different grammatical
forms. For example, write can be shown in different forms
such as writes, wrote, written, or writing. There are some
other forms as regard to the lexical items such as inflection,
derivation, phrasal verb, prepositional verb as well as short
forms. As a result, word segmentation is not easy due to the
characteristics of the languages, and even manual word
segmentation may produce different results [9] [10].
Ideally, Thai word segmentation process should provide
results in two types [9]: simple words and compound words.
The former refer to words with one minimal meaningful unit
of word, also called morpheme. Examples are such as ภาพ
(image/picture) or รถ (car). Compound words consist of more
than one morpheme or one word stem and they may have
different meaning when combined. Examples are such as ยินดี

(glad : ยิน – hear, ดี – good) or เสียสละ (sacrifice : เสีย – broken,

สละ – to discard). However, compound words having not
much different meaning should be segmented into multiple
words such as คนจน (poor: คน – people, จน – poor) or บทนํา
(introduction/preface: บท – chapter/part, นํา – to lead). To
verify whether a compound word is a true compound,
syntactic criterion can be applied. In other words, structure of
its sentence can be applied for indentifying the validity of
true compounds. In summary, Thai word segmentation
programs should produce results based on minimalist
approach since the words can be grouped together easily in
later tasks of the language processing.
There are many techniques that can be applied to Thai
word segmentation. They can be grouped into two categories
which could be dictionary based or non-dictionary based.
Dictionary based approaches include techniques such as
longest matching [11] [12] [13] [14], maximum matching [12]
[13] [14] and decision tree [15]. Non-dictionary based
include rule-based [16], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [15]
[17] and Native Bayesian [14]. This paper proposes a
technique based on the longest matching technique by using a
refined hybrid corpus instead of a dictionary. The technique is
described Section 3.
The
following
section
describes
information
visualization, which is a process after getting results from the
Thai word segmentation process.
2.2.

Information Visualization

Information visualizing is a means to explore and
deliver new insight on large amount of data [18] [19]. There
are three steps involved, which are data preparation, data
transformation, and data visualization [4].
Tag cloud can be considered as an image to symbolize
the frequency of the words in a passage [3],. This can also be
considered as a representation of the characteristics of the
information [20] . Tag cloud can be generated from
predefined tags or words specified by the Web masters or the
users. There is no special technique involved as the Web
masters or users will have to enter their own tags. Another
way to generate tag cloud is to base on words automatically
extracted from a passage. Word segmentation is therefore
required in the data preparation step for tag cloud generation.
In order to present tag cloud in the data visualization
stage, different techniques such as spatial clustering [21]
could be adopted to layout the tags on a limited area. This
paper displays the tag cloud by arranging the tags
sequentially.

3.

Proposed Thai Word Segmentation Approach
3.2.

3.1.

Thai Word Segmentation Technique

Corpus Preparation

This paper uses the BEST 2009 word segmentation
corpus, which is [22] referred as CMain in this paper. The
corpus comprises four genres; novels, academic articles, Thai
encyclopedia and online news. The proportions of them are
27%, 21%, 21% and 31%, respectively. There are
approximately 5 million words together. Moreover, this paper
also uses another corpus called CName for name entity which
comprises of proper nouns of name of places, people and
events. CName is provided in the BEST contest’s website and
it is then mixed with the name entities, abbreviations and
poems extracted from CMain.
In order to ensure the accuracy of the corpus, a test set
named CTest80 is randomly extracted from 80% of the words
from each genre and merged together. The remaining 20% of
the words in CMain are used for testing the proposed
approach. It is called CTest20. The objective is to identify any
inconsistent words within the corpus. Words in the CTest20
are firstly combined by removing the separation symbols.
They will then appear as a normal text in Thai. The question
is whether they can be separated using the CTest80 corpus.
In order to assess the accuracy of CTest80, it is used to
segment the combined words in CTest20. The results were
then saved as a list of segmented words. Each segmented
word was compared with the original answer. Any
inconsistent or incorrect words were then used to refine the
CTest80 dataset. This concept is similar to that described by
Kruengkrai [23]. Examples of some of inconsistent or
wrongly segmented words in the corpus are shown in Table1.
Consequently, this step is able to improve the correctness of
the final result.
TABLE 1. EXAMPLES OF INCONSISTENT WORDS IN THE CORPUS
Original words
Segmented as two

ไม่|ได้
จะ|มี
จะ|เป็ น
ดัง|กล่าว
ชาว|บ้าน

Freq
6,875
4,016
3,258
3,085
1,719

Wrongly Segmented
as one word

ไม่ได้
จะมี
จะเป็ น
ดังกล่าว
ชาวบ้าน

Freq

The Longest matching technique [11] [12] is applied in
this paper, and there are few steps included in order to
improve the matching speed. The first is to get each item
from CName and CTest80 to match the testing text from left
to right. The item will be marked if the item matches in the
testing text. There are two steps in marking the item. First,
put an annotation at the end of each word and mark the
position of each character if it is matched. If the next item is
the same, it will not be marked inside the marked position
again. In the meantime, the marked positions are counted in
order to end the matching process early, if the numbers of
unmarked positions are longer than the remaining item in
CName or CTest80. Finally, all symbols are segmented in the
last step, and the result of the process is written in a file. The
correctness of the result is then measured. The proposed
approach is illustrated in Figure 2.
3.3.

Measurement

Precision, recall and F-Measure are used as assessment
in this paper. They are the same criteria used in the BEST
contest [5] and they are shown in Equation 1 below.

F − Measure =

2 × precision × recall
( precision + recall )
(1)

Precision refers to the number of correct segmented
words produced by the system divided by the number of total
segmented words produced by the system. Recall is the
number of correct segmented words produced by the system
divided by the number of total answered words.
3.4.

Visualization of Thai Web Sites
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After CTest80 is refined, it is reordered according to the
length of each word entry, and there are 32,476 items. In the
meantime, 44,159 word entries in CName are also ordered by
the same way. Next, CTest80 and CName are ready for use in
the next stage.

Information from a Web site is downloaded by a crawler,
and non-content such as data in the navigation area are
removed in order to identify the main content. However, the
detailed process of Web content extraction is not described in
this paper. The content is then segmented by the word
segmentation process based on the corpus, and segmented
words are finally produced.
The segmented words are then transformed into a list of
words together with their frequency of occurrence. The words
in the list are represented as tags in the tag cloud, and the
layout of tags is based on the number of words.

However, the final results of the proposed approach are
compared with the result of participants from the
InterBest2009’s Web site [24]. The compared results are
shown in Tables 2 to 5. All the results are ordered by the
highest F-measure to the lowest F-measure from the top to
the bottom. Although the results of proposed approach may
not be the best, they are obviously compatible.
TABLE 2. RESULTS ON ACADEMIC ARTICLE DATA SET
Academic Article Data Set

Participants

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Kruengkrai

98.58

97.10

97.84

Proposed
approach

97.15

97.22

97.19

Suesatpanit

96.20

97.26

96.73

Haruechaiyasak

95.71

96.54

96.13

Bangcharoensap

93.12

97.24

95.14

Limcharoen

88.92

94.44

91.60

TABLE 3. RESULTS ON ENCYCLOPEDIA DATA SET
Encyclopedia Data Set

Participants

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Kruengkrai

98.14

97.26

97.70

Proposed
approach

97.23

97.29

97.26

Suesatpanit

96.37

96.60

96.48

Bangcharoensap

93.54

96.52

95.01

Haruechaiyasak

95.15

94.83

94.99

Limcharoen

90.11

94.72

92.36

Figure 2. The proposed Thai word segmentation approach

TABLE 4. RESULTS ON NEWS DATA SET
Participants

4.

Recall

F-Measure

Kruengkrai

97.78

96.30

97.03

Suesatpanit

94.95

96.13

95.54

Proposed
approach

94.14

96.34

95.22

Haruechaiyasak

93.54

94.99

94.26

Bangcharoensap

87.42

94.84

90.98

Limcharoen

77.43

92.61

84.34

Result

As regard to the proposed Thai word segmentation
approach, this paper used 20% of the content in CMain to
assess the proposed approach. However, this approach has
not been submitted to the BEST Contest due to implementing
was only carried out after the BEST 2009, InterBest2009, and
Best2010 contests. Therefore, there is a lack of information
on the test set that was being used in the contests. In other
words, the results in this paper may not be under the same
test criteria as that used in the contest.

News Data Set
Precision

TABLE 5. RESULTS ON NOVEL DATA SET
Participants

Novel Data Set
Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Kruengkrai

97.37

96.20

96.78

Haruechaiyasak

95.43

95.72

95.57

Suesatpanit

94.68

95.46

95.07

Bangcharoensap

92.64

96.31

94.44

Proposed
approach

91.82

94.13

92.96

Limcharoen

87.03

93.99

90.38

An example of a Thai Web page5 is shown in Figure 3,
and tag cloud for that page is also illustrated in Figure 4. Note
that there is no Thai sentence in Figure 4 and there are spaces
between the tags or words. The tags or words are ordered by
the highest word frequency from the content on the Web page.
All words in the tag cloud are automatically segmented by
the proposed word segmentation approach.
5.

Conclusions and discussion

Information Visualization is an approach to represent
information in a graphical manner. At present, there are a lot
of information on the Web sites in the Internet, and they are
rapidly increasing. A visual group of words known Tag cloud
can be used to represent information, but the characteristics
of each language may lead to limitations on the tag cloud.
The challenge is mainly how to extract the useful words from
the information. Therefore, word segmentation is required in
order to facilitate the process of tag cloud generation. This
paper proposes a Thai word segmentation approach so that it
could be applied to information visualization such as tag
cloud. The proposed word segmentation is based on the
longest matching technique, and it works with a refined
corpus instead of a dictionary. Results of the proposed word
segmentation are compatible with results from the BEST
contest at Thailand. This paper also illustrates tag cloud based
on the proposed Thai word segmentation. There are many
more ways to improve the approach in this paper. Future
improvement could be made on the word segmentation
process, but there are also challenges on tag cloud generation
and Web content extraction.

Figure 3. An example of Thai Web page

Figure 4. An example of tag cloud on the content from Figure 3
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